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Must Love Vampires
“Arguably Spain’s most significant
contemporary literary figure” (Joanna
Kavenna, The New Yorker) Gathered for the
first time in English, and spanning his
entire career, Vampire in Love offers a
selection of the Spanish master Enrique VilaMatas’s finest short stories. An effeminate,
hunchbacked barber on the verge of death
falls in love with a choirboy. A fledgling
writer on barbiturates visits Marguerite
Duras’s Paris apartment and watches his
dinner companion slip into the abyss. An
unsuspecting man receives a mysterious phone
call from a lonely ophthalmologist, visits
his abandoned villa, and is privy to a
secret. The stories in Vampire in Love,
selected and brilliantly translated by the
renowned translator Margaret Jull Costa, are
all told with Vila-Matas’s signature
erudition and wit and his provocative
questioning of the interrelation of art and
life.
More information to be announced soon on this
forthcoming title from Penguin USA.
Presents four paranormal romances featuring
supernatural dogs, including tales about
bodyguards in Lucifer's realm, non-lethal
vampire trackers, Cerberus leaving the
underworld, and the kidnapping of a powerful
vampire's niece.
Toni Davis's Christmas wish list 1. Springing
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my best friend from the psych ward. 2. Living
somewhere that doesn't have coffins in the
basement. Occupied coffins. 3. Finding Mr.
Right. Please make him tall, dark, handsome,
and alive. This Christmas isn't so merry for
Toni. Her best friend's been locked up in a
mental hospital ever since she told the
police she was attacked by vampires, and the
only way for Toni to get her out is to prove
that bloodsuckers really do exist. So she's
taken a job as a bodyguard for the Undead,
but she gets more than she bargained for,
especially when she meets Ian MacPhie, a
Scottish rascal looking for Ms. Right.
Although Ian's nearly five centuries old, he
looks and acts like a twenty-seven-year-old
hunk. How can a dead man be so damn sexy?
Could Mr. Wrong be Mr. Right? One forbidden
kiss could lead to an eternity of passion—and
all it takes is one moment under the
mistletoe . . .
Hungerstorm
Angel's Guardian
Vampire in Love
A Vampire Possessed
Eat Prey Love

*A Paranormal Chick Lit Novel*üHeroine
with a heart for abandoned animals?
Check.üHero with fangs? Check.üDanger
in a seaside, magical town? Double
Check.When an abandoned familiar
appears on the doorstep of the Sable
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Cove Familiar Rescue, witch Delaney St.
Charles knows just what to do with the
scared feline. If only her love life
were as easy to deal with as her love
for familiars.Vampire Brody Carmichael
hasn't been living in Sable Cove long,
but he likes the quietness of the
small, seaside town. A transplant from
a big city, he's enjoying the laid-back
attitude of the townsfolk and trying to
figure out how to get to know the
gorgeous witch Delaney. When a warlock
tries to abduct an abandoned familiar
and it appears that Delaney's life is
in jeopardy, Brody will stop at nothing
to protect her and get to the bottom of
the mystery surrounding the kitten.Will
Delaney get an opportunity to find out
what Brody looks like underneath the
uniform, or will her life be snuffed
out before she even has a chance to
discover what it's like to kiss a man
with fangs?
Three unlikely friends do everything in
their power to stop a war that's
killing thousands. When seventeen-yearold Gertie leaves New York to study
abroad in Athens, she learns that
vampires and demigods are real and
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unwittingly becomes a catalyst to an
uprising led by Dionysus, lord of the
vampires. In this final installment,
Gertie, Jeno, and Hector struggle to
bring a peaceful resolution to the war
in Athens, but any success they make
comes at great cost. How many more
people must die for freedom and
justice? The teens quickly learn that
nothing is fair in love and war.
Sometimes even love requires a terrible
price. "This is a pure work of art.
Anyone who loves vampires and romance
should love this amazing spin. I’ll
definitely be looking out for more...
although - beware - it broke my heart
in the end - like I said - you get
emotionally involved."--Dawn E.
Gilliland ★★★★★ "Please continue to
write these fab books. More of the same
please. Have reread all three back to
back."--Kriss Sharpe ★★★★★ "Eva Pohler
is an excellent writer. She is
considerate of the reader's
understanding and provides interesting
twists and turns assuring the reader
never gets bored!"--Vellie ★★★★★
"Couldn't put it down. Quick read. Fun
story line. Great use of Greek
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mythology."--Loren ★★★★★ "Absolute EPIC
conclusion to an awesome tale of
vampires and Greek mythology!"-Jeanine Palinkas ★★★★★ Grab your copy
to continue the exciting adventure
today!
From New York Times bestselling authors
Charlaine Harris, Nalini Singh, Ilona
Andrews, and Meljean Brook come four
paranormal tales of man’s worst
friend... Follow paranormal bodyguards
Clovache and Batanya into Lucifer’s
realm, where they encounter his
fearsome four-legged pets, in Charlaine
Harris’s “The Britlingens Go to Hell.”
Seek out a traitor in the midst of a
guild of non-lethal vampire trackers,
one that intends to eradicate the
entire species of bloodsuckers, in
Nalini Singh’s “Angels’ Judgment.” Find
out why the giant three-headed dog that
guards the gates of Hades has left the
underworld for the real world—and whose
scent he’s following—in Ilona Andrews’s
“Magic Mourns.” Embark on a perilous
search for the kidnapped niece of a
powerful vampire alongside her
blind—and damn sexy—companion and a
hellhound in Meljean Brook’s “Blind
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Spot.”
New York Times and USA Today bestselling paranormal romance author
Felicity Heaton presents: Love Immortal
(A Vampire Romance Novel) Rescued from
werewolves by the most breathtaking man
she's ever seen, Lauren is dragged into
the fight of her life and a dark world
she never knew existed. There, she
discovers that she's the latest
reincarnation of a goddess and must
drink the blood of her immortal
protector, Julian, in order to reawaken
and continue her three thousand year
old mission to defeat Lycaon, the
original werewolf. With the help of
Julian and an organisation of people
with supernatural abilities, Lauren
fights for her life, their future and
the fate of mankind against Lycaon and
his deadly army, but can she succeed
when Lycaon has killed all of her
predecessors? Can she crack the armour
around Julian's heart and seize her
happily forever after with him? And can
Julian bring himself to trust Lauren
with the fragments of his heart after
everything he's been through? Other
stand alone paranormal romance books by
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Felicity Heaton Forbidden Blood
Ascension Blood and Snow Vampire for
Christmas
A Broken Heart Novel
Dodging Energy Vampires
A Tangle of Hearts
The Gospel According to Twilight
The third book in the “funny, sexy, and
lively” (Publishers Weekly) romance
series about a paranormal dating
service called Midnight Liaisons. From
the supernatural dating capital of the
world, it’s the Midnight Liaisons
Dating Game! Let’s meet our eligible
bachelors . . . “Cold hands, warm
heart” applies to Bachelor #1. He
believes that nighttime is the right
time. Welcome, Bert the vampire!
Bachelor #2 is an old soul—four hundred
years old, to be exact. If you want
someone to spend eternity with, choose
Andre the vampire! Dying to snuggle up
with a strong, sexy were-cougar?
Bachelor #3 is a real cat(ch) who will
tail the woman of his dreams until his
irresistible charm melts her heart.
He’s Joshua Russell! Who’s our lucky
bachelorette? Professional matchmaker
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Marie Bellavance has hooked up hundreds
of were-things, harpies, faeries, and
vamps. Now it’s her turn. This alluring
human’s not afraid to break the rules.
But when nature takes over, a forbidden
romance could be her only chance to
live a full, healthy life. If there’s a
trick to getting turned, she needs to
find it . . . fast.
An ALA Morris Award Finalist?! In this
“equal parts heartbreaking and joyful”
(School Library Journal) debut YA novel
that’s The Coldest Girl in Coldtown
meets They Both Die at the End, a teen
girl takes a trip to New Orleans with
her estranged best friend to find a
vampire to save her dying father.
Victoria and her dad have shared a love
of the undead since the first vampire
revealed his existence on live TV.
Public fear soon drove the vampires
back into hiding, yet Victoria and her
father still dream about finding a
vampire together. But when her dad is
diagnosed with terminal cancer, it’s
clear that’s not going to happen.
Instead, Victoria vows to find a
vampire herself—so that she can become
one and then save her father. Armed
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with research, speculations, and
desperation—and helped by her estranged
best friend, Henry—Victoria travels to
New Orleans in search of a miracle.
There she meets Nicholas, a mysterious
young man who might give her what she
desires. But first, he needs Victoria
to prove she loves life enough to live
forever. She agrees to complete a
series of challenges, from scarfing
sugar-drenched beignets to singing with
a jazz band, all to show she has what
it takes to be immortal. But truly
living while her father is dying feels
like a betrayal. Victoria must figure
out how to experience joy and grief at
once, trusting all the while that
Nicholas will hold up his end of the
bargain…because the alternative is too
impossible to imagine.
After centuries alone, can a vampire
king trust the woman who's woken his
heart? Jordan MacDougal, laird and
vampire King, walks a thin line of
civility between protecting his clan,
and handling the conflict from the
local shifter pack. When some of his
people disappear, and the wolves accuse
his newest, intriguing vampire of being
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evil, Jordan discovers that the traitor
in his midst may be closer than he
dared believe. A newly turned vampire,
Dalia Jensen wakes to an unusual and
frightening new world, with no memory
of the past year of her life. Accused
of working with the Master Vampire who
held her prisoner, her inability to
remember the truth leaves her reeling
under allegations of vicious past
actions. Uncertain of her culpability,
she’s unable to trust her own instincts
as the reigning Vampire King turns her
world upside down. When the wolves call
for her trial, demanding her life for
those killed and tortured, Jordan and
Dalia must work together to find the
truth, and save the love blooming
between them. Praise for Amber Kallyn
"Ms. Kallyn takes the paranormal world
and adds a dangerous twist of dragons,
fires, and a mysterious past to make
this an intense read..." ~ Coffee Time
Romance "if itis at all possible for a
dragon to become stronger or more alpha
in general then Ms Kallyn has managed
it..." ~ The Romance Studio "intense
and incendiary..." ~ Whipped Cream
Reviews Miss watching Moonlight? Love
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The Vampire Diaries? Hungerstorm will
take you on a thrilling ride of love
and justice. And if you like your
paranormal romance HOT, HOT, HOT, check
out Amber Kallyn's 5 STAR Reviewed
erotic romances ~ Dragos Series, Book
1: Burned What happens when a dragon
falls in love with a fireman? Someone's
bound to get... burned. ~ Red's Wolf An
incendiary short story series. Who said
Red's afraid of the big bad wolf?
A vampire gets spooked by love in this
Broken Heart romance from New York
Times bestselling author Michele
Bardsley. After the death of my
husband—and my dreams of motherhood—I
returned to the family estate in Broken
Heart, Oklahoma. Little did I know I
would literally give up my life as
Elizabeth Bretton, the Silverstone
heiress. The whole undead situation
calls for a drink—blood martini,
straight up, please. Escaping the past
isn’t that easy—especially when someone
else’s past is out to get me. Now I
have a vengeful ghost trying to kill
me, a 150-year-old mystery to solve,
and an outrageous were-jaguar named
Tezozomoc “Tez” Abraham Elvis Jones
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trying to get into my boudoir. Tez is a
homicide detective who is vulgar,
egotistical, presumptuous—and
ridiculously hot. Mreow, indeed.
A Contemporary Vampire Romance
Vampire Ascension
Real Vampires Know Hips Happen
Must Love Hellhounds
The Vampire and the Virgin
Olivia's packing list: 1. Sunscreen 2.
Bathing suit 3. Flip-flops FBI psychologist
Olivia Sotiris was looking for a cool ocean
breeze, sand between her toes, and a break
from her crazy, chaotic, and sometimes alltoo-dangerous life. But when she escaped to
the small Greek island of Patmos, all she got
were meddling grandmothers trying to marry
her off. Can't they see that none of the men
around interests her—except Robby MacKay?
Robby's packing list: 1. Synthetic blood 2.
More synthetic blood 3. Jogging clothes (even
vamps have to stay in shape!) Robby needs to
cool off, too, since all he can think about
is revenge on the Malcontent bloodsuckers who
once held him captive—but then he meets
Olivia, the beauty with wild curls and a
tempting smile. When a deadly criminal from a
case back home tracks her down, Robby will
have to save her life—along with giving her a
first time she'll never forget . . .
Vampire Hunters beware. This human won’t be
rolling over for anyone, not anymore. Left
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stranded with Darren while her masters outrun
the hunters, Piper has had enough of being a
liability. With a great new job, a new
attitude, and surprisingly wicked right hook,
Piper isn’t going to just wait around anymore
for the hunters to destroy her life. If only
she could find them. Favors from old friends
and deals with the devil lead Piper down a
narrow and dangerous road. One that could
save everything she holds dear or bring it
all crashing down on all of them. keywords:
urban fantasy, paranormal romance, thriller,
horror, vampires, mystery, supernatural
suspense, reverse harem, why choose, work
place romance, maid, boss, vampire romance,
mythology
New York Times bestselling author Kerrelyn
Sparks is back with Eat Prey Love—another
sensational installment in her witty and
wonderful Love at Stake paranormal romance
series. In this simply fabulous tale of love
and desire, vampires and shapeshifters, the
sexy daughter of a vampire-hunting CIA agent
finds untamed passion in a world she never
knew existed. Lynsay Sands, author of the
wildly popular romances featuring the
Argeneau vampire family, calls Kerrelyn
Sparks, “an absolute delight”—and Eat Prey
Love will have fans of Charlaine Harris, and
Katie MacAlister howling with joy.
So what if he's a bit older and usually
regards a human female as dinner, not a
dinner date? Yes, Roman Draganesti is a
vampire, but a vampire who lost one of his
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fangs sinking his teeth into something he
shouldn't have. Now he has one night to find
a dentist before his natural healing
abilities close the wound, leaving him a
lop–sided eater for all eternity. Things
aren't going well for Shanna Whelan
either...After witnessing a gruesome murder
by the Russian mafia, she's next on their hit
list. And her career as a dentist appears to
be on a downward spiral because she's afraid
of blood. When Roman rescues her from an
assassination attempt, she wonders if she's
found the one man who can keep her alive.
Though the attraction between them is
immediate and hot, can Shanna conquer her
fear of blood to fix Roman's fang? And if she
does, what will prevent Roman from using his
fangs on her...
Cross Your Heart
The Classic, Bestselling Collection of 25
Short Stories
Any Way You Want It
The Mammoth Book of Vampire Romance
A Novel
Is That A Treble Clef In Your Pocket-- Or Are You Just Glad To
See Me? Maggie Gallagher spends her nights with lots of men. Of
course, they're all dead composers, but why nitpick? Her love life is
just like the musical compositions she researches--undiscovered. It's
time for Maggie to let loose and go wild. In a dive bar on Bourbon
Street, Maggie makes a real find in the house band's keyboard
player. He's hot. Sexy. Flirtatious. Soulful. And she could swear
he's playing an unknown piece she's been researching, which is
impossible, unless he's dead. . . Centuries before he was a badass
vampire with a rock-star wardrobe and Big Easy charm, Ren was
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Renauldo D'Antoni, a composer on the verge of great success until
he was betrayed. No one could ever know that, but tonight, the shy
strawberry blonde with the big eyes and obviously borrowed outfit
actually seemed to recognize his long-lost composition. Now, she
wants to know about the composition, and Ren wants to know her. .
.intimately. But what starts as attraction--and distraction--just might
lead to the biggest discovery of their lives. . .
A sex slave in the kingdom of Delfina with no memory of his past,
Nicolai the Vampire, desperate for freedom and revenge, must call
to mortal Jane Parker, the key to unlocking his memory, through her
dreams and draw her into his magical realm. Original. 69,000 first
printing.
Professional matchmaker Marie Bellavance entertains the advances
of two vampires and a were-cougar in this sensual story of
supernatural love. Original. 50,000 first printing.
“My silence is not weakness, but the beginning of my revenge.”
Lucien Eve is gone. They took her from me. I will have my
revenge. So I train. Hone my body and my mind. But rage burns in
my veins. Fuels my anger. I let it fester and grow to use against
him: The Devil’s Soldier. I will destroy everything he knows. Eve
The world believes I’m dead. It’s the only way. For now, I hide in
the shadows. Growing stronger, more determined. For the Devil’s
Soldier must be stopped. And I will stop him! Only then can I be
with the man I love. In this full-length, paranormal romance series,
Steele introduces readers to a dark and sexy world full of vampires
and witches. If you like Laurell K. Hamilton and Anne Rice, you
will LOVE this series! Scroll up and grab this paranormal romance
TODAY! "Lucien and Eve are a beautiful pair, the fight they put
together, the emotions they share and the strength they use to help
each other and others around them is so amazing. You feel so much
from each character because that is how great the writing is. I
seriously was drained after reading all three books." - Customer
review ????? "The story is written with powerful word's that make
you wonder could this be more than just make believe?" - Customer
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Review ????? "Once you start this series it becomes an addiction.
Each book is a page-turning, can't put down, must have more." Customer Review ????? *** Keywords: vampire, vampire novels,
vampire series, paranormal romance, witches, forbidden love, love
stories, magic, action, dark romance, dark fantasy, true love
The Vampire Who Loved Me
Vampires, Hearts & Other Dead Things
A Vampire Romance Novel
Must Love Vampires
Creed

Must Love VampiresKensington Publishing
Corp.
The vampire Maxim makes his home in New York
City. Self-exiled from the vampire nation, he
spends his days in quiet solitude and his nights
prowling the heights and hunting evil, his prey of
choice. On a cold, November night, he chances
upon a gang rape in a desolate back alley. He
leaps at the chance to feed on predators of the
worst kind, his favorite prey. But the situation
takes a turn he never expected, and soon he
finds himself wishing he'd made a different
choice on that fateful night. Warning: this book
has content depicting sexual and violent scenes
not suitable for younger readers or adults who
object to such content.The vampire Maxim
makes his home in New York City. Self-exiled
from the vampire nation, he spends his days in
quiet solitude and his nights prowling the
heights and hunting evil, his prey of choice. On a
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cold, November night, he chances upon a gang
rape in a desolate back alley. He leaps at the
chance to feed on predators of the worst kind,
his favorite prey. But the situation takes a turn
he never expected, and soon he finds himself
wishing he'd made a different choice on that
fateful night. Angelica has been on the run for
years. Kidnapped by a sex-trafficking ring at the
age of fourteen, she escaped only to be
relentlessly pursued by her enemies ever since.
Tonight, they found her. As she lies dying on a
cold, dark alley, her only fear is for the secret
she desperately hid moments before they caught
her. A secret she must protect with her life from
her enemies and from the monster that
destroyed them and now turns red, fiery eyes
upon her.
Vampires, werewolves & witches live, love, and
kill in the secret city of the dead… Vampire Caine
Valorian and his Otherworld Crime Unit crack all
the unusual cases before any humans take
notice. When a young woman is found
ritualistically murdered in the Otherworlder city
of Necropolis, it's his team of professionals with
paranormal gifts who must stop the nameless
evil stalking the streets. As the team sinks
deeper into the workings of the case, Caine's
attraction to the alluring human investigator,
Eve, is causing his blood to boil and he battles
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urges he hasn’t dealt with in decades. With war
brewing between species, the all-consuming
passion between a human and a vampire won't
be the only thing to spill on the city's mean
streets… If you like hot sexy vampires, enemies to
lovers, and action-packed plots, then The
Vampire Who Loved Me is the perfect book to
take a bite out of! "If you like CSI, you'll love this
smart, sexy & suspenseful trip through
Necropolis where the villains are vamps,
werewolves & witches -- and so are the good
guys" - Rebecca York, NYT Bestselling Author
Previously published as Blood Secrets by Vivi
Anna and Harlequin Nocturne, previously titled
Blood Doesn’t Lie on other platforms.
Something to sink your teeth into
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Vampires
Must Love Fangs
How To Marry a Millionaire Vampire
The Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying
Vampires
Loved (Book #2 in the Vampire Journals)
“This funny and fresh take on a classic
tale manages to comment on gender
roles, racial disparities, and white
privilege all while creeping me all the
way out. So good.”—Zakiya Dalila
Harris, author of The Other Black Girl
Steel Magnolias meets Dracula in this
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New York Times best-selling horror
novel about a women's book club that
must do battle with a mysterious
newcomer to their small Southern town.
Bonus features: • Reading group guide
for book clubs • Hand-drawn map of Mt.
Pleasant • Annotated true-crime reading
list by Grady Hendrix • And more!
Patricia Campbell’s life has never felt
smaller. Her husband is a workaholic,
her teenage kids have their own lives,
her senile mother-in-law needs constant
care, and she’s always a step behind on
her endless to-do list. The only thing
keeping her sane is her book club, a
close-knit group of Charleston women
united by their love of true crime. At
these meetings they’re as likely to
talk about the Manson family as they
are about their own families. One
evening after book club, Patricia is
viciously attacked by an elderly
neighbor, bringing the neighbor's
handsome nephew, James Harris, into her
life. James is well traveled and well
read, and he makes Patricia feel things
she hasn’t felt in years. But when
children on the other side of town go
missing, their deaths written off by
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local police, Patricia has reason to
believe James Harris is more of a Bundy
than a Brad Pitt. The real problem?
James is a monster of a different
kind—and Patricia has already invited
him in. Little by little, James will
insinuate himself into Patricia’s life
and try to take everything she took for
granted—including the book club—but she
won’t surrender without a fight in this
blood-soaked tale of neighborly
kindness gone wrong.
Caitlin and Caleb embark together on
their quest to find the one object that
can stop the imminent vampire and human
war: the lost sword. Their search for
Caitlin's father brings shocking news.
But they are not the only ones
searching for the legendary sword.
When the good girl goes bad… Months
ago, Melody Campbell was abducted by
vampires, rescued by vampires, and now
she’s employed by vampires. Through it
all, she kept her upbeat attitude and
harbored a not-so-secret crush on one
of her rescuers. But when she absorbs
an evil demon’s powers, her cheerful
attitude falters. The girl who always
looked on the bright side now has a
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dark side, and it’s more powerful than
anyone could have imagined. The sweet
human Creed rescued months ago has
morphed into an unstable demonling.
Before her change, he’d kept his
distance. Her short human life span
couldn’t compare to his as a vampire,
and her loss would ruin him. Now, she’s
as immortal as he is, but he needs to
restore her humanity before she
accidentally hurts someone innocent, or
worse, before her rage tips the scales
and she becomes a demon he must
destroy. Find out if Melody succumbs to
her dark side. Get your copy now.
Julian Kane is back in town… Once, as a
girl of seventeen, beautiful,
headstrong Portia Cabot saved the life
of the dashing vampire Julian Kane—who
marked her forever, then left to go in
search of his soul. He returns five
years later to find the enchanting
young girl he left behind grown into a
bewitching woman with a woman's
heart...and a woman's desires. Portia
quickly discovers that Julian's
seductive and forbidden kiss can still
make her crave the night...and his
touch. But a recent spate of murders
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makes Portia fear that the man she has
always adored may truly be a monster.
For years Julian has fought the
temptation to embrace his dark gifts,
never realizing that Portia's love may
give him the most dangerous gift of
all...a reason to live... Book 2 in
Teresa Medeiros’s LORDS OF MIDNIGHT
Series, which includes After Midnight
and The Vampire Who Loved Me “Teresa
Medeiros is one of my all-time favorite
authors!”—Sherrilyn Kenyon, New York
Times bestselling author “If Jane
Austen had written Dracula, it would
have been The Vampire Who Loved Me.
Medeiros is magic!”—Christina Dodd, New
York Times bestselling author “Winning,
sexy and saucy. An engaging romp for
those who like their Regencies with a
little bite.”—Publishers Weekly
“Masterful writing and unforgettable
characters. A spellbinding tale that
quite simply mesmerizes.”—Romantic
Times “The Vampire Who Loved Me proves
once again why Teresa Medeiros is one
of the most beloved and popular authors
writing today. Heart wrenching and
magically romantic. Sure to earn a
place on your keeper shelf!”—Romance
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Reviews Today ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDITION
Regency romance, Vampire romance,
Paranormal romance, Humorous romance
Love Immortal
A Teen Vampire Romance
A Paranormal Vampire Romance Novel
Must Love Lycans
The Top 10 Book of Bloodthirsty Biters,
Stake-Wielding Slayers, and Other
Undead Oddities
The Twilight saga has become one of the most
successful fiction series ever written, with more
than one hundred million copies in print and
several blockbuster films. Despite the
tremendous commercial success Twilight has
generated, few readers have analyzed its
theological teachings or the messages Stephenie
Meyer might be sending to women and teenage
girls. This book offers both a feminist critique of
Twilight and a theological review of the stories'
ideas about salvation, heaven and hell, power,
reconciliation, resurrection, and organized
religion. Elaine Heath writes in an accessible
voice, calling attention to both the "good news"
of Twilight's theology and the "bad news" of its
gender stereotypes and depictions of violence
against women. The book includes questions for
youth and adult groups or for classroom
discussions.
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Book #1 of the bestselling "Vampire Love Story"
series! Out for a late-night jog, mixed martial
artist, Josiah Reign, crosses paths with a group
of drunken men assaulting a young woman. In a
few short minutes, he takes care of her
attackers...all five of them, in fact. Little does
Josiah know that this one act of goodwill will
introduce him to a strange new world of
dreams...and nightmares. After all, the damsel in
distress, Lena, is not who she seems, and her
friends are the stuff of legends. Worse yet,
Josiah finds himself falling in love with not one,
but two of these deadly creatures of the night.
Josiah will soon learn that befriending the
undead has its consequences. And when he
suffers a devastating loss that rocks his world,
he will discover just who he really is... and what
he's willing to fight for. Luckily, fighting is what
Josiah does best.
Hunted by an anti-vampire extremist group,
Katrina Drogan, or Kat, a twenty-four-year-old
emergency room nurse, must overcome her fear
of love and vampires and embrace her role in
their world to survive and save the man she
loves. When Kat goes to an exclusive nightclub
opening, she meets Viktor, the sexiest man she's
ever laid eyes on. Trouble is, he's a vampire, and
he thinks she's one too. Hunters try to kidnap
her and Viktor interferes, taking Kat on a highPage 24/31
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speed chase through the night. Kat decides to
hide out at her friend's house in the country only
to have the Hunters blow up the kitchen and try
kidnapping her again. Once again, Viktor saves
her life. Taking her to his mansion, Viktor insists
she's going to change into a vampire. Kat must
decide where she wants her life to go, should
she stay with Viktor and adopt his lifestyle or
walk away from the man who could be her one
true love? Her fears cause her to run from his
mansion right into the arms of the Hunter's
leader, Malice.
A doctor finds a man who can't be tamed in the
eighth Broken Heart novel from New York Times
bestselling author Michele Bardsley. Since the
moment he showed up—gloriously naked—I,
Kelsey Morningstone, have been having a hard
time keeping my relationship with the clinic’s
newest amnesiac patient strictly professional.
Damian might not remember his past, but sweet
mamma jamma, he sure knows how to push all
my buttons. Even with my empath abilities I’m
not sure I can get past Damian’s anger to find the
cause of his delusions. After all, falling for a
patient is bad enough, but falling for a patient
who thinks he’s a werewolf is a whole other kind
of crazy. Especially when said patient decides to
mark me as his. Now, I’m feeling a little bit funny,
and not just because Damian sets my hormones
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raging…
Heart of a Vampire, Book 2
Who Are You Calling a Vampire?
To Love A Vampire
An Empath's Guide to Evading Relationships
That Drain You and Restoring Your Health and
Power
Women, Sex, and God
In the latest novel from national
bestselling author Gerry Bartlett,
curvaceous vampire Glory St. Clair has to
figure how to compete with the wiles of a
witchy woman... Just when Glory has her
life semi–on track, a woman from her
longtime lover Jeremiah Campbell’s past
steamrolls into town on a mission to win
him back. Normally Glory wouldn’t feel
threatened by a mortal with amorous
intentions, but Jerry’s ex just happens to
be a beautiful voodoo priestess with evil
spirits at her beck and call—and a serious
lack of conscience when it comes to
getting what she wants. And then there’s
Glory’s family. After a lifetime of being
MIA, Glory’s mom wants to go on a motherdaughter bonding trip to Olympus, home of
the gods. And though Glory doesn’t trust
her, her mother is offering to help with
her pesky voodoo-woman problem. But with
no guarantee of a return trip, can Glory
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dare leave Jerry alone while she visits a
place where her less-than-perfect figure
won’t be appreciated and time has no
meaning? But size and the bonds of time
are the least of her worries when love is
on the line…
Vampires are the hottest topic in popular
culture today. From the now classic novels
of Anne Rice, to the mega-selling series
by Stephanie Meyer to the hit HBO series
True Blood based on the bestselling novels
of Charlaine Harris, the undead are
certainly not dead in terms of books
sales. Now, those curious about the
history and lore of these creatures can
get up to speed in the refreshed edition
of The Complete Idiot's Guide to Vampires.
It provides a detailed explanation of the
origins of vampires and insight into the
fascination they hold in literature and
belief. Complete history and origins of
this mythic creature. An explanation of
the various rules that vampires exist by.
A lively and exhaustive literary
discussion of vampires and their
importantce in fiction.
Love At First Bite Nightclub dancer Chloe
Lamoureaux just met the man of her dreams:
Aidan Raines is charming, considerate,
rich, and hot. Of course, he's a little
mysterious about his age. And his favorite
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drink. And he's not much for sunlight. But
he's asked her to marry him, and she's
ready to do it. Sure, she has a few
secrets too--but they'll have plenty of
time to work things out while they're
living happily ever after. Right? Her
identical twin sister, Chuck, isn't so
sure. Maybe reporting for the local
Bigfoot-sighting tabloid doesn't make her
an expert, but to Chuck, Aidan and his
brother Sebastian look like honest-toDracula vampires. Especially Sebastian:
beguiling, seductive, and just a hint of
dangerous. Maybe she wouldn't mind him
taking a little taste. But with Chloe's
life in the balance, she has to know--do
they want hot love or hot blood? Or maybe.
. .a little of both? Praise for The Bite
Before Christmas "Enjoyable reading."
--Romantic Times "Inventive, gently
humorous, and fast-paced, this steamy
paranormal anthology offers an alternative
to the typical holiday fare; perfect for
readers who want their romances on the
edgy side." –Library Journal
Paranormal romance is a supernatural force
to be reckoned with. Although packed with
a menagerie of werewolves, shapeshifters
and assorted demons, its undisputed king
is none other than our favourite centuriesold bloodsucker - the vampire. We're now
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living in a post-Buffy world of dark urban
fantasy à la Laurell K. Hamilton's Anita
Blake, Sherrilyn Kenyon's irresistible
Dark Hunters and the blood-lusting soul
mates of Christine Feehan. But it doesn't
stop there. This Mammoth collection opens
a vein to reveal the mind-boggling scope
of the supercharged phenomenon created
when vampires met romance. Let the biggest
and brightest names in the paranormal
romance business take you hot on the
haemoglobin trail of the sexiest creatures
of the night. Witness the bewildering
array of complex vampire codes of conduct,
dark ritual and dating practices, as they
chat up the locals and engage in the most
erotic encounters you will sink your teeth
into this side of un-Death. These ain't
your mother's vampires!
Vampires' Most Wanted
Must Love Familiars (Sable Cove Book One)
Vampire Love Story
All I Want for Christmas Is a Vampire
Vampire Heart

Van Helsing was not so different from the other medical
students at the university: quick-witted, and equally adept
with sword or scalpel. Like the other lads, he was
occasionally called upon to do a bit of body snatching to
provide subjects for dissection in anatomy class...until one
night, when one of the corpses was not as dead as it should
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have been. A chance encounter with a girl named Carmilla
Karnstein and her aunt, Countess Elizabeth Bathory, would
soon draw Van Helsing into a world beyond darkness and
death.
Highly sensitive people—or empaths—see life through the
eyes of compassion and caring. They were born that way. As
a result, they carry a tremendous amount of inner light. But
they’re also the favored prey of “vampires” who feed off
empaths’ energy and disrupt their lives on every
level—physical, emotional, and financial. In Dodging
Energy Vampires, Christiane Northrup, M.D., draws on the
latest research in this exciting new field, along with stories
from her global community and her own life, to explore the
phenomenon of energy vampires and show us how we can
spot them, dodge their tactics, and take back our own
energy. You’ll delve into the dynamics of vampire-empath
relationships and discover how vampires use others’
energy to fuel their own dysfunctional lives. Once you
recognize the patterns of behavior that mark these
relationships, you’ll be empowered to identify the
vampires in your life too. In these pages, Dr. Northrup
opens up a toolbox full of techniques you can use to leave
these harmful relationships behind; heal from the darkness
they’ve cast over your mind, body, and spirit; and let your
own light shine. In the end, you may find yourself healthier,
happier, wealthier, and more vibrant than you ever believed
possible.
This book was previously published with a different cover
and the title "Blood Obsession". Sacrifices had to be made
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for the greater, bloody good. At least that’s what vampire
Aiden Sinclair kept telling himself when he woke up in an
unfamiliar city with no memory of how he’d gotten there,
or why. When he happens upon a cheeky witch in distress
who's being hunted by beasts he is all too familiar with,
Aiden must make a choice: Suppress his fears and be with
the girl, or embrace the truth and save them all. Destinies will
be fulfilled. Grace Moss may be a witch, but her magic totally
sucks. Hence the reason she finds herself saying yes to an
unexpected offer of aid from a dusty, yet yummy-smelling,
vampire. With a sexy British accent and bright grey eyes that
dance with mischief, his touch makes her blood sing. Yet,
something about him makes her skin crawl, and it’s not
just the fact he has fangs. To survive, Aiden will have to trust
that her love will be enough to save him, and Grace will have
to accept him as he is - into her heart, and into her arms.
Hearts will tangle, romance will ignite... Continue the
journey in A Tangle of Hearts. Order now! *Beware of
spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*
Lord of the Vampires
Real Vampires Know Size Matters
Fascinating Vampire Lore from Eastern Europe, Greece,
Italy, and the Middle East
The Devil's Soldier
Loved By The Vampires
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